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ABSTRACT: The HIV-1 capsid protein (CA) forms the capsid
shell that encloses RNA within a mature HIV-1 virion. Previous
studies by electron microscopy have shown that the capsid shell is
primarily a triangular lattice of CA hexamers, with variable
curvature that destroys the ideal symmetry of a planar lattice. The
mature CA lattice depends on CA dimerization, which occurs
through interactions between helix 9 segments of the C-terminal
domain (CTD) of CA. Several high-resolution structures of the
CTD-CTD dimerization interface have been reported, based on X-
ray crystallography and multidimensional solution nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR), with significant differences in amino acid side chain conformations and helix 9-helix 9 orientations.
In a structural model for tubular CA assemblies based on cryogenic electron microscopy (cryoEM) [Zhao et al. Nature, 2013,
497, 643−646], the dimerization interface is substantially disordered. The dimerization interface structure in noncrystalline CA
assemblies and the extent to which this interface is structurally ordered within a curved lattice have therefore been unclear. Here
we describe solid state NMR measurements on the dimerization interface in tubular CA assemblies, which contain the curved
triangular lattice of a mature virion, including quantitative measurements of intermolecular and intramolecular distances using
dipolar recoupling techniques, solid state NMR chemical shifts, and long-range side chain-side chain contacts. When combined
with restraints on the distance and orientation between helix 9 segments from the cryoEM study, the solid state NMR data lead
to a unique high-resolution structure for the dimerization interface in the noncrystalline lattice of CA tubes. These results
demonstrate that CA lattice curvature is not dependent on disorder or variability in the dimerization interface. This work also
demonstrates the feasibility of local structure determination within large noncrystalline assemblies formed by high-molecular-
weight proteins, using modern solid state NMR methods.

■ INTRODUCTION

The mature state of the type 1 human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV-1) is characterized by a capsid core that encloses the viral
RNA and readies the virion for infection of a new host cell.1

The capsid shell is composed of about 1500 copies of the 231-
residue capsid protein (CA),2 which contains independently
folding N-terminal and C-terminal domains (NTD and CTD),
separated by a short linker. In solution, CA dimerizes via
interactions between CTD subunits.3 In supramolecular
assemblies, CA forms hexamers that are stabilized by
intermolecular NTD−NTD and NTD−CTD interactions and
linked to one another by CTD−CTD dimerization.4

Much of our understanding of the supramolecular
architecture of the mature capsid shell comes from studies of
CA assemblies that form in vitro.2,3c,4a,b,d,5 Tubular CA
assemblies (Figure 1A) are particularly valuable models for
mature capsids, as they exhibit the variable surface curvature
and imperfect symmetry of mature capsids. CA tubes contain
the characteristic triangular lattice of CA hexamers3c,4a,d (Figure
1B). Studies of native virions by cryogenic electron microscopy
(cryoEM) confirm that the same lattice exists in the mature

capsid core,6 although with the likely addition of CA pentamers
to permit closure of the lattice.4d,7

High-resolution structural models from solution nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR)3c,8 and X-ray crystallogra-
phy3a,b,4c,e,7b,9 have brought a molecular understanding to the
extensive biochemical and mutagenic studies on the function of
CA and its mechanism of assembly.2,3c,10 The dimerization
interface, formed by hydrophobic residues in helix 9 segments
of CTD (residues 179−193 of full-length CA), is especially
critical. Amino acid substitutions in helix 9 result in
noninfectious virions in vivo,10 due to disruption of the HIV-
1 maturation process, and preclude CA lattice assembly and
tube formation in vitro.2,8c,d,11

According to earlier studies, intermolecular interactions
involving W184 and M185 are the main contributors to the
stability of the dimerization interface.3,4e A variety of
conformations have been observed in the various constructs
utilized in these studies. As shown in Figure 1C, the orientation
of W184 side chains in a crystal structure of CTD (residues
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146−231, PDB 1A43)3b is clearly different from the orientation
in a solution NMR structure of CTD (PDB 2KOD).3c

Although the dimerization interface in a recent crystal structure
of full-length CA (PDB 4XFX)4e is similar to that in the
solution NMR structure of CTD, side chain conformations and
helix 9-helix 9 orientations are somewhat different (e.g.,
intraresidue M185 Cα−Cε and intermolecular L189 Cα−L189
Cα distances of 5.3 and 11.4 Å in PDB 4XFX, compared to
4.4−5.2 and 14.2 Å in PDB 2KOD). Moreover, the relevance of
structural results from solution NMR and crystallography to
noncrystalline assemblies of full-length CA has been unclear. In
a recent model for CA tubes developed from cryoEM (EMDB-
5582 and PDB 3J34),4d side chain conformations and helix 9-
helix 9 distances in the dimerization interface are significantly
different and highly disordered, with large variations from one
CTD−CTD interface to another (see below). These differences
from structural studies in different contexts suggest that the

dimerization interface may have inherent structural plasticity,
which may contribute to the variable curvature of the CA lattice
in mature capsids.3c,4d,12 On the other hand, solid state NMR
spectra of CA tubes show a single set of sharp signals for
residues in the dimerization interface, indicating a unique and
well-defined molecular structure even in nonplanar, noncrystal-
line CA assemblies13

Here we describe solid state NMR experiments on HIV-1 CA
tubes aimed at elucidating the structure of the dimerization
interface in noncrystalline assemblies at atomic resolution. By
combining a variety of residue-specific isotopic labeling patterns
(Table 1) with a variety of solid state NMR techniques, we

obtain a set of quantitative restraints on the dimerization
interface structure. When supplemented with restraints on the
distance and relative orientation between helix 9 segments from
the reported cryoEM density of CA tubes,4d the solid state
NMR data are sufficient to determine a unique dimerization
interface structure, which represents the first high-resolution
characterization of an intermolecular interface in noncrystalline
HIV-1 CA assemblies that mimic the mature HIV-1 capsid.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample Preparation. HIV-1 CA protein (plasmid pNL4-3) was

expressed and purified as described previously.13 Purified protein
solutions were concentrated to 30 mg/mL in Tris buffer (50 mM, pH
8.0) prior to addition of NaCl to 1.0 M concentration to promote self-
assembly. The tubular morphology and sample homogeneity were
verified with TEM images, using an FEI Morgagni microscope
operating at 80 keV. All CA samples were grown in media containing
unlabeled glucose, except samples II and III, which used 2-13C-glycerol
as the carbon source. Both samples mixed to make sample IV were
produced using unlabeled NH4Cl as the nitrogen source. For amino-
acid-specific labeling, the appropriate precursors were added to the cell
culture 1 h before induction, including U-13C,15N-L-methionine, 13Cε-
L-methionine, 2-13C-indole (for labeling of Trp Cδ1), or

15N-indole
(120 mg/L each). For sample III, aromatic 13C signals from Tyr and
Phe residues were suppressed by supplying unlabeled L-tyrosine and L-
phenylalanine (150 mg/L of each amino acid). Absence of Tyr and
Phe signals from solid state NMR spectra of sample III confirmed their
reverse labeling.

For sample V, mass spectrometry indicates 98% incorporation of
15N at amide sites of the 11 Met residues, through aminotransferase-
catalyzed exchange with 15N-labeled amino acids. Specifically, the
molecular mass of sample V was determined experimentally to be
25 924 Da, compared with an experimental value of 25 913 Da for CA
with only 15N labeling. Uncertainties in molecular masses were 0.2 Da.

Figure 1. Diverse dimerization interface structures from crystallog-
raphy, solution NMR, and cryoEM. (A) TEM image of typical tubular
HIV-1 CA assemblies studied by solid state NMR. (B) Ideal CA
lattice, with NTD and CTD represented by blue and red spheres,
respectively. Black bars connect NTD and CTD of the same CA
molecule. Red lines represent intermolecular dimerization interfaces.
The CA sequence is shown below panels (A) and (B), with the NTD
in blue, the CTD in red, and helical segments underlined. (C) CTD
dimer structures from the indicated PDB files, viewed down the
twofold (or approximate twofold) symmetry axes. Backbone atoms of
residues 148−180 and 195−218 are shown, using orange to represent
carbon atoms. Backbone and side chain atoms of residues 181−194 are
shown, using green to represent carbon atoms. For PDB 2KOD, the
first of 30 NMR-based models is depicted. For PDB 3J34, one of the
12 cryoEM-based dimerization interfaces is depicted.

Table 1. HIV-1 CA Samples for Solid State NMR

HIV-1 CA
sample labeling pattern experimental purpose

I U-15N,13C-Met and U-15N Met chemical shift assignments,
Met BroBaRR

II 2-13C-glycerol and U-15N Trp chemical shift assignments,
long-range aromatic/aliphatic
correlations

III 2-13C-glycerol, U-15N,
unlabeled Tyr, and
unlabeled Phe

Trp chemical shift assignments,
long-range aromatic/aliphatic
correlations, Trp NCCN

IV 13Cε-Met or 15N-indole
(1:1 mixture)

LG-CP, intermolecular REDOR

V 13Cε-Met,a 2-13C-indole,
and U-15N

intramolecular REDOR

aAlthough the precursor methionine was not 15N-labeled, amino-
transferase-catalyzed amino exchange results in incorporation of 15N at
amide sites of Met residues.
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13C labeling patterns for samples II and III were deduced from 2D
13C−13C spectra, and were found to be in general agreement with
expectations based on earlier publications.14 However, in addition to
the expected Cγ, Cδ2, and Cζ3 sites of Trp residues, signals from Cδ1
and Cε3 were also observed.
Solid State NMR Spectroscopy. 2D NMR spectra, rotational

echo double resonance15 (REDOR) data, and NCCN16 data were
obtained with a Varian InfinityPlus spectrometer operating at a 1H
NMR frequency of 599.2 MHz, equipped with a Varian BioMAS probe
with a 3.2 mm MAS module. Lee−Goldburg cross-polarization17 (LG-
CP) and broadband rotational resonance18 (BroBaRR) data were
obtained with a Varian Infinity spectrometer operating at a 1H NMR
frequency of 746.4 MHz, equipped with a Bruker Efree probe with a
3.2 mm MAS module. Sample temperatures were maintained near 20
°C with cooled nitrogen gas. 2D 13C−13C and 15N−13C−13C
correlation spectra were recorded with magic-angel spinning (MAS)
at 11.00 kHz (sample I) or 16.00 kHz (samples II and III), using spin
diffusion mixing periods τSD = 200 ms (sample I) or τSD = 700 ms
(samples II and III) for 13C−13C longitudinal exchange, 3.0 ms periods
for 15N−13C polarization transfer by cross-polarization, and 80 kHz
proton decoupling levels, with two-pulse phase modulation19 (TPPM).
1H−13C LG-CP measurements used 11.00 kHz MAS, a 50 kHz 13C rf
field amplitude, and a 61 kHz effective 1H field. 1H−15N LG-CP
measurements used 11.00 kHz MAS, a 30 kHz 15N rf field amplitude,
and a 41 kHz effective 1H field. REDOR data were recorded with 8.93
kHz MAS, using 85 kHz proton decoupling with TPPM and 12.5 μs
15N π pulses during the REDOR recoupling period. BroBaRR
experiments were performed with 8.00 kHz, to match approximately
the chemical shift difference between M185 Cα and Cε resonances.
During the BroBaRR recoupling period, the 13C rf carrier frequency
was set to 38.5 ppm, the effective 13C π pulse lengths were 500 μs with
MLEV-32 phases,20 and the 1H decoupling level was 85 kHz. NCCN
vector angle measurements were performed on sample III with
REDOR recoupling conditions as described above and with τSD = 200
ms for 13C−13C longitudinal exchange between REDOR periods.
Additional details of NMR measurements are given in Table S1.
Simulations of Solid State NMR Data. Numerical simulations of

LG-CP data were performed with SPINEVOLUTION software.21

REDOR simulations were performed with SIMPSON.22 NCCN and
BroBaRR measurements were simulated with custom programs
(available upon request) that calculated spin density matrix evolution
under the relevant rf pulse sequences, with time-dependent dipole−
dipole couplings under MAS. In NCCN simulations, 13C−13C
polarization transfer was assumed to be orientation-independent.
BroBaRR simulations included transverse (T2) relaxation as damping
of appropriate density matrix elements, using T2 values measured for
13Cα and 13Cε under the BroBaRR pulse sequence (7 and 25 ms,
respectively).
Structure Calculations. Simulated annealing calculations were

carried out with Xplor-NIH,23 using experimental restraints from solid
state NMR measurements and the cryoEM density of CA tubes in the
Electron Microscopy Data Bank (EMD-5582). CryoEM densities for
interacting helix 9 segments were extracted within the Chimera
program (https://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera/), by fitting pairs of helix
9 segments (residues 175−193) from PDB 3J34 to the density and
then using the “Zone” function to select the density within 3.0 Å of the
atomic coordinates. Xplor-NIH calculations included two copies of
residues 175−193, with initial atomic coordinates taken from PDB files
4XFX, 2KOD, or 1A43. Prior to simulated annealing, a preliminary
rigid-body fit of the initial atomic coordinates to the cryoEM density
(Figure S7) was performed, without allowing changes in interhelical
distance or orientation, using the probDistPot potential energy term
and the randomizeDomainPos function of Xplor-NIH. Simulated
annealing was then performed from 3500 to 25 K in 12 500 steps, with
0.2 ps of torsion angle dynamics at each temperature step. Distance
restraints from REDOR and BroBaRR measurements (Figures 3C-3F)
were represented by NOE potentials with distance ranges equal to the
experimental error ranges stated in the main text. Distance restraints
from long-range correlation experiments (Figure 2C) were assigned an

upper limit of 7.0 Å. The force constant for NOE potential terms
increased geometrically from 50 to 200 kcal/mol Å2 during annealing.
Vector angle restraints from NCCN data (Figure 3G) were
represented by VEAN potential in Xplor-NIH and a force constant
increasing from 1 to 10 kcal/mol rad2. The cryoEM density was

Figure 2. 2D solid state NMR spectra of HIV-1 CA tubes. (A)
Aliphatic region of a 2D 13C−13C spectrum of sample I, obtained with
a spin diffusion mixing period τSD = 200 ms. The inset shows
assignments of Met Cα−Cε crosspeaks. (B) Aromatic region of a 2D
13C−13C spectrum of sample II, obtained with τSD = 700 ms. (C)
Aromatic/aliphatic region of a 2D 13C−13C correlation spectrum of
sample II, obtained with τSD = 700 ms. Crosspeaks indicating long-
range contacts from W184 to V181 and L189 are labeled. Intraresidue
crosspeaks from the four other Trp residues (W23, W80, W117, and
W133) are also resolved13, but for clarity are not labeled. Contour
levels increase by factors of 1.2 in panels A-C.
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applied as a restraint on backbone heavy atoms only, using the
probDistPot potential24 with a scale factor of 40 kcal/mol Å4, and
allowing the two copies of residues 179−193 to move independently
of each other. The observation of a single set of chemical shifts for
each residue in solid state NMR spectra of CA tubes implies a single

protein conformation. Therefore, a noncrystallographic symmetry
potential (NCS) was applied, with a scale factor of 10 kcal/mol Å2. In
order to preserve the integrity of the α-helical conformation, hydrogen
bond restraints between residues i and i + 4 were included in the NOE
potential, for i = 178−189. In addition, backbone ϕ and ψ torsion

Figure 3. Quantitative restraints on the dimerization interface structure from solid state NMR. (A,B) Comparison of 1H−13C and 1H−15N LG-CP
build-up data for M185 Cε and W184 Nε1 in HIV-1 CA tubes with data for the methyl site in L-alanine powder and the Nε1 site in L-tryptophan
powder. The similarity of these data for CA tubes and amino acid powders indicates the absence of large-amplitude motions of M185 and W184 side
chains on submillisecond time scales. Dashed lines are ideal LG-CP simulations for four-spin (A) and two-spin (B) systems, assuming methyl C−H
bond lengths of 1.08 Å, with rapid methyl rotation, and indole N−H bond lengths of 0.98 Å. (C−E) 15N−13C REDOR data that restrain the
intermolecular M185 Cεε-W184 Nε1 distance, the intraresidue M185 Cε−N distance, and the intraresidue W184 Cδ1-N distance in HIV-1 CA tubes.
Solid curves in panel C are ideal two-spin simulations for isolated 15N−13C pairs with the indicated distances. Solid and dashed curves in panels D
and E are three-spin simulations, including an additional 15N at the closest and farthest possible distance (see text). (F) BroBaRR data that restrain
the intraresidue Cα−Cε distance in M185. Data for M68 are also shown for comparison. Solid lines are two-spin simulations for the indicated
13C−13C distances. (G) NCCN data that restrain the angle between the Cα−N and Cδ1−Nε1 bond vectors in W184. Data for W117 are also shown
for comparison. Solid and dashed lines are ideal simulations for the indicated angles. (H) Dimer of W184-M185 units, showing the distances
(double-headed arrows) and vector angles (dashed lines) restrained by data in panels (C)−(G). Error bars in panels (A)−(G) represent
uncertainties calculated from the root-mean-squared noise in the corresponding solid state NMR spectra.
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angle restraints from our previous work,13 which are consistent with an
α-helical conformation, were applied with the CDIH potential, using a
scale factor of 400 kcal/mol-rad2. The scale factor for van der Waals-
like repulsions increased from 0.004 to 4 kcal/mol Å4, with a radius
scale factor decreasing from 0.9 to 0.8. Standard bond length, bond
angle, and improper angle potentials were also used. After annealing,
energy minimization was performed. In each set of structure
calculations, the 20 lowest-energy structures out of 100 independent
calculations were selected for each structure ensemble.

■ RESULTS

Assignment of Solid State NMR Signals in the
Dimerization Interface. In a previous study,13 we obtained
15N and 13C chemical shift assignments for most backbone N,
CO, Cα, and Cβ sites in CA tubes, as well as some side chain
assignments. Additional side chain assignments, especially for
W184 and M185, were required for the structural measure-
ments described below. To obtain 13C chemical shift assign-
ments for Met side chains, we prepared a CA tube sample that
was uniformly 15N-labeled at all residues and uniformly 13C-
labeled only at Met residues (sample I). From 2D NCACX and
NCOCX spectra (Figure S1) and 2D 13C−13C spectra (Figures
2A and S2), we obtained full assignments for eight of the 11
Met residues in CA, including M185. Importantly, the 13Cε

signal of M185 is resolved from those of all other Met residues.
Chemical shift assignments for aromatic side chains were

obtained from 2D 13C−13C spectra of CA tubes that were
partially 13C-labeled (sample II), using 2-13C-glycerol as the
carbon source for protein expression (Figure 2B). Most carbon
sites in Trp side chains were partially 13C-labeled in this sample,
allowing us to trace connectivities among side chain signals for
W184, as well as for the other Trp residues. Additional spectra
of a sample labeled with 2-13C glycerol and reverse-labeled with
natural-abundance Tyr and Phe amino acids (sample III)
helped us identify partially overlapping aromatic signals.
Rigidity of the Dimerization Interface. Before attempt-

ing quantitative structural measurements, it was important to
establish that side chains in the dimerization interface are not
highly dynamic. Large-amplitude motions of side chains on
submillisecond time scales attenuate one-bond 1H−13C and
1H−15N dipole−dipole couplings in solid state NMR measure-
ments on proteins.25 Therefore, we measured the one-bond
1H−13Cε coupling for M185 and the one-bond 1H−15Nε1

coupling for W184 in CA tubes, using the LG-CP technique.17

As shown in Figure 3A and B, build-up curves for M185 13Cε

and W184 15Nε1 signals in CA tubes under LG-CP are nearly
identical to build-up curves for amino acid powders, in which
large-amplitude side chain motions are not present, and are in
good agreement with numerical simulations for rigid sites (but
with rapid uniaxial methyl rotation). Together with the
observation of sharp crosspeak signals for M185 and W184
(Figure 2A and B), the LG-CP data imply a well-defined, rigid
molecular structure in the dimerization interface. In contrast,
the M185 13Cε signal is absent from solution NMR spectra of
soluble CA dimers, presumably due to conformational
exchange (Figure S3).
In addition, one-dimensional 13C and 15N solid state NMR

spectra showed no significant changes in signal intensities from
M185 and W184 side chain over the 0−30 °C temperature
range. Previously reported 2D 13C−13C spectra of CA tubes,
acquired with conditions similar to those in solution NMR (i.e.,
low-power proton decoupling and spin polarization transfers
driven by scalar couplings), did not show signals attributable to

M185 or W184, indicating an absence of rapid, isotropic
reorientation.

Quantitative Structural Restraints from Solid State
NMR. Quantitative restraints on specific interatomic distances
in protein assemblies can be obtained from quantitative
measurements of nuclear magnetic dipole−dipole couplings,
using a class of solid state NMR techniques with magic-angle
spinning (MAS) called “dipolar recoupling” techniques.26

These techniques require that signals from the sites of interest
be sufficiently well resolved that their intensities can be
measured accurately. For this purpose, we used samples I, IV,
and V, which allowed us to measure specific intermolecular and
intraresidue distances involving W184 and M185.
The intermolecular M185 Cε−W184 Nε1 distance across the

dimerization interface was measured with REDOR.15a Sample
IV was used for these measurements to ensure that only
intermolecular 15N−13C couplings were measured and that the
detected M185 13Cε signals were resolved in 1D. REDOR data
are plotted in Figure 3C as the normalized difference (S0 − S1)/
S0, where S1 and S0 are

13C NMR signal areas with and without
a central 15N π pulse that determines whether a net recoupling
of 15N−13C interactions occurs (Figure S4A). The data are
additionally scaled by a factor of 2.0 to account for the 50% 15N
labeling in sample IV. As shown in Figure 3C, the REDOR data
can be fit with simulations for a 15N−13C distance of 3.5−4.0 Å.
This distance agrees well with the 4.1 Å intermolecular M185
Cε-W184 Nε1 distance in PDB 4XFX (2.43 Å crystallographic
resolution), but is shorter than distances in PDB 2KOD (NMR
structure with 0.9 Å heavy atom root-mean-squared deviation)
(4.3−5.2 Å) and PDB 1A43 (2.60 Å crystallographic
resolution) (7.5 Å).
Intraresidue M185 Cε−N and W184 Cδ1−N distances, which

restrain the M185 and W184 side chain conformations, were
also measured with REDOR. Sample V, in which only Met Cε

and Trp Cδ1 sites were
13C-labeled and all backbone nitrogens

(but not Trp side chain nitrogens) were 15N-labeled, was used.
Experimental (S0 − S1)/S0 data are shown in Figure 3D and E,
without additional scaling. In these measurements, depending
on the side chain conformations, inter-residue 15N−13C
couplings involving backbone nitrogens of neighboring residues
are not necessarily negligible. Therefore, three-spin simulations
were performed, including the intraresidue 15N−13C pair and
one additional 15N spin at a variable position chosen to be
consistent with α-helical structure in residues 183−186. Solid
and dashed lines in Figure 3D and E represent simulations with
the additional 15N spin at positions that produce the most and
least rapid buildup of REDOR difference signals, respectively.
Comparisons of simulations with experimental data then
indicated an intraresidue M185 Cε-N distance of 4.3−5.0 Å
and an intraresidue W184 Cδ1−N distance of 4.0−5.0 Å. For
comparison, M185 Cε−N distances in PDB 4XFX, 2KOD, and
1A43 are 5.7, 4.8−5.7, and 5.1 Å, respectively. W184 Cδ1−N
distances in PDB 4XFX, 2KOD, and 1A43 are 4.7, 4.5−4.6, and
3.6 Å.
Experimental REDOR data in Figure 3D and E clearly

deviate from the simulated curves at larger values of the
evolution time. This effect is attributable to insufficiently large
proton decoupling fields,27 which lead to an accumulating
imperfection in 15N spin inversion by the train of MAS-
synchronized 15N π pulses in the REDOR sequence (Figure
S4A). The uncertainties in 15N−13C distances stated above take
this effect into account.
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The intraresidue M185 Cα−Cε distance was measured with
BroBaRR,18 which allows the dipole−dipole coupling between
two specific 13C-labeled sites to be measured in a uniformly
13C-labeled residue, provided that at least one of the two 13C
chemical shifts is resolved. Selectivity in the BroBaRR
technique is achieved by proper choice of the 13C radio
frequency (rf) carrier frequency, the MAS frequency, and the
amplitude of a train of weak rf pulses that is applied during the
BroBaRR evolution period (Figure S4B). Experimental
BroBaRR data, obtained with sample I, are compared with
simulations in Figure 3F. For M185, the Cα−Cε distance was
found to be 3.5−4.3 Å, shorter than the 5.3 Å and 4.4−5.2 Å
distances in PDB 4XFX and 2KOD, and similar to the 4.1 Å
distance in PDB 1A43. BroBaRR data for M68 were obtained
simultaneously, indicating a Cα−Cε distance of 4.9 ± 0.2 Å that
is in good agreement with the corresponding distances of 4.5,
4.8, and 4.9 Å in crystal structures of full-length CA (PDB
4XFX, 3MGE, and 3P05).4c,e,7b Representative spectra from
REDOR and BroBaRR experiments are shown in Figure S5. In
addition to distance measurements with dipolar recoupling
techniques, structural restraints can be obtained with “tensor
correlation” techniques in solid state NMR, which measure the
orientations of two different chemical bond vectors or
functional groups relative to one another.28 As a further
restraint on the W184 side chain conformation in CA tubes, we
recorded NCCN tensor correlation data16 to probe the angle
between the backbone Cα-N bond vector and the side chain
Cδ1-Nε1 bond vector. Sample III, which was uniformly 15N-
labeled and partially 13C-labeled, but not 13C-labeled at Tyr and
Phe residues, was chosen for these measurements because the
13Cδ1 signal of W184 was fully resolved. In our version of the
NCCN pulse sequence (Figure S4C), 13C polarization on Cα

was prepared by 1H−15N cross-polarization followed by band-
selective 15N−13Cα cross-polarization. After a REDOR period
for evolution under the 15N−13Cα dipole−dipole coupling, the
polarization was transferred to Cδ1 during a 200 ms 13C−13C
spin diffusion period (Figure S6). After a second REDOR
period for evolution under the 15Nε1−13Cδ1 dipole−dipole
coupling, 13Cδ1 signals were measured. Experimental NCCN
data are compared with simulations in Figure 3G. For W184,
the data indicate an angle in the 150°−170° range (absolute
value). Values of the same angle are 160°, 164−174°, and 113°
in PDB 4XFX, 2KOD, and 1A43, respectively. NCCN data
were also obtained for W117, implying an angle between Cα−N
and Cδ1−Nε1 bond vectors that is less than 150° (absolute
value), in a range where the NCCN signals decay rapidly and
are not sensitive to the precise angle. For comparison, values of
the same angle for W117 in PDB 4XFX, 3MGE, and 3P05 are
78°, 80°, and 77°.
Figure 3H summarizes the aspects of the dimerization

interface that are restrained by the quantitative structural
measurements in Figure 3C−G. As discussed above, these
measurements for CA tubes are not fully consistent with
previous high-resolution structures, showing that the dimeriza-
tion interface structure in noncrystalline CA tubes is not the
same as in the soluble or crystalline constructs examined
previously. The good agreement between solid state NMR data
for M68 and W117 (Figure 3F and G) and results from
crystallography is reassuring, since both M68 and W117 are in
NTD and are not involved in dimerization or other potentially
variable intermolecular interfaces.
Side Chain−Side Chain Contacts. While W184 and

M185 constitute the core of the dimerization interface, other

hydrophobic residues of helix 9 segments also participate in
intermolecular interactions in previously described structur-
es.3,4e Since various interactions are possible, depending on the
side chain conformations, we recorded additional 2D 13C−13C
spectra with long spin diffusion mixing periods (τSD = 700 ms)
to reveal sites close in space to W184. Figure 2C shows the
aromatic−aliphatic section of a 2D spectrum of sample III,
under conditions where crosspeaks are expected between 13C
pairs with internuclear distances up to roughly 7 Å. Multiple
crosspeaks are observed between aromatic 13C sites of W184
and aliphatic side chain sites of V181 and L189, with signal-to-
noise values in the 9−15 range. These crosspeaks help to define
the conformation of W184 in the context of interactions with
surrounding hydrophobic residues.

Structure Calculations with Combined CryoEM Den-
sity and Solid State NMR Restraints. Structure calculations
were performed by restrained simulated annealing in Xplor-
NIH.23 Restraints from solid state NMR, described above, are
sufficient to define the structural arrangement of hydrophobic
side chains within the dimerization interface, but do not
determine the distance and orientation between the two helix 9
segments. Therefore, we made use of the cryoEM density map
for CA tubes reported by Zhao et al.,4d deposited in the
Electron Microscopy Data Bank as file EMD-5582. Densities
for helix 9 pairs (Figure S7) were extracted manually, using the
Chimera program (https://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera/). These
densities were applied as restraints in simulated annealing
structure calculations, using the probDistPot potential energy
function of Xplor-NIH. Restraints based on solid state NMR
data included quantitative interatomic distance restraints from
REDOR and BroBaRR data, vector angle restraints from the
NCCN data (using the VEAN potential term of Xplor-NIH),
upper-bound distance restraints from long-range crosspeaks in
2D 13C−13C spectra with τSD = 700 ms, and backbone torsion
angle restraints obtained previously from 15N and 13C chemical
shifts.13 Starting structures were pairs of interacting helix 9
segments (residues 175−193) from PDB files 4XFX, 2KOD,
and 1A43 (Figures 1C and S7A−D). Thus, these calculations
can be considered to be structure refinements, rather than de
novo structure determinations, in which we have used
structures from soluble or crystalline samples as the starting
point for high-resolution characterization of the dimerization
interface structure in the noncrystalline, curved lattice of CA
tubes.
Figure 4A shows a superposition of the three starting

structures, highlighting the differences in helix orientations and
side chain conformations. Figure 4B shows a superposition of
the corresponding lowest-energy final structures. Pairwise root-
mean-squared deviations (rmsd) among these structures,
including backbone heavy atoms of residues 179−193 and
side chain heavy atoms of V181, W184, M185, and L189, are
reduced from 1.35−3.50 to 0.85−1.16 Å. The convergence of
refined structures from three different starting points
demonstrates that the combination of solid state NMR and
cryoEM-based restraints results in a unique result, which
represents the dimerization interface structure in CA tubes.
Rmsd values (as defined above) between starting structures

and lowest-energy final structures (Figure 4A and B) are 0.92,
1.40, and 3.48 Å for starting structures taken from PDB 4XFX,
2KOD, and 1A43, respectively. In all cases, restrained simulated
annealing results in structural changes, indicating that the
dimerization interface structure in CA tubes is not identical to
structures in soluble or crystalline states. In calculations starting
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with PDB 4XFX, the most significant changes are in the values
of side chain torsion angles for W184 (from χ1= 176°, χ2 = 85°
to χ1= 165°, χ2 = 92°), which result in displacements of side
chain indole atoms by as much as 1.1 Å. Similar displacements
of other hydrophobic side chains also occur in the dimerization
interface. In calculations starting with PDB 2KOD, displace-
ments of indole atoms are somewhat larger (up to 1.6 Å),
reducing the nearest-neighbor carbon−carbon distance be-
tween W184 side chains by 1.7 Å. The intermolecular angle
between α-helices also increases by approximately 8°. In
calculations starting with PDB 1A43, side chain conformations
in the dimerization interface change dramatically, with
displacements of side chain indole atoms up to 7.0 Å. The
intermolecular angle between α-helices increases by approx-
imately 28°.
Figure 4C shows a bundle of 20 final structures from a set of

100 independent calculations, all starting with coordinates from
PDB 4XFX (see also Figure S8E). The rmsd for all heavy atom

coordinates in this bundle is 1.04 Å. The largest rmsd
contributions come from side chains that are not involved in
intermolecular contacts, which were unrestrained. For back-
bone heavy atoms of all residues and side chain heavy atoms of
V181, W184, M185, and L189, the rmsd is 0.41 Å. Thus, the
experimental data are sufficient to define the dimerization
interface structure with high precision. Atomic coordinates
from Figure 4C have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank
as PDB file 5IRT. Structural restraints and corresponding
values in PDB 5IRT are summarized in Table S2.
Finally, Figure 4D shows a superposition of six lowest-energy

final structures from calculations in which six different cryoEM
densities were used (Figure S7), with the same starting
structure (from PDB 4XFX) in each case. The rmsd value
among these six final structures, including backbone heavy
atoms of all residues and side chain heavy atoms of V181,
W184, M185, and L189, is 0.50 Å. Thus, the specific choice of
helix 9 pair from the cryoEM density map is unimportant. This
observation is consistent with our finding that the lowering of
symmetry induced by lattice curvature and by the variations in
CA tube diameters in solid state NMR samples does not
produce significant inhomogeneous broadening of solid state
NMR signals from the dimerization interface, relative to signals
from other regions of CA.13 In contrast, dimerization interface
structures from molecular dynamics flexible fitting (MDFF)
calculations (PDB 3J34)4d exhibit substantially greater
variability and disorder (Figure S7), apparently reflecting the
lack of restraints with sufficiently high resolution in the MDFF
calculations.

■ DISCUSSION
Results described above demonstrate a unique role for solid
state NMR in applications to noncrystalline supramolecular
assemblies formed by proteins of relatively high molecular
weight. For assemblies such as HIV-1 CA tubes, full structure
determination based entirely on solid state NMR data would be
extremely challenging, primarily due to limited resolution in the
multidimensional spectra from which the necessary long-range
structural restraints would be obtained. However, full structure
determination is not required, since a wealth of structural
information already exists from solution NMR studies of
soluble NTD, CTD, and full-length CA,3c,8 from crystallo-
graphic studies of NTD, CTD, and full-length CA,3a,b,4c,e,7b,9

and electron microscopy of CA tubes and sheets.3c,4a,b,d What
has been missing is high-resolution structural characterization
of intermolecular interfaces within the curved, noncrystalline
CA lattice that exists in mature HIV-1 capsids, for which CA
tubes are an appropriate model. As demonstrated above, this
missing information can be provided by solid state NMR data,
including quantitative measurements of interatomic distances
and bond vector orientations, conformation-dependent chem-
ical shifts, and long-range inter-residue contacts. With
appropriate isotopic labeling patterns, specific interfaces can
be targeted.
It is notable that the solid state NMR data lead to a unique

structure for the dimerization interface, despite the variable
curvature of the CA lattice and the heterogeneity of tube
diameters and helicities in solid state NMR samples, and even
when inequivalent cryoEM densities are used (Figures 4D and
S6). Structural plasticity in intermolecular interfaces, including
the dimerization and trimerization interfaces formed by CTD
domains,3c,4d,12 has been suggested to play a role in CA lattice
curvature. Previous solid state NMR studies of CA tubes by our

Figure 4. Structure refinement based on solid state NMR restraints
and cryoEM densities. (A) Superposition of residues 178−193 in three
different starting structures, taken from studies of crystalline full-length
CA (PDB 4XFX, orange), CTD dimers in solution (PDB 2KOD,
cyan), and crystalline CTD dimers (PDB 1A43, pink). Alignment of
the three structures highlights differences in the relative helix
orientations and the positions of W184 and M185 side chains.
Other amino acid side chains are represented by thinner sticks. (B)
Final structures obtained from the three starting structures in panel A,
with the same color scheme. Lowest-energy structures are shown from
three sets of simulated annealing calculations, using the structural
restraints from solid state NMR data in Figures 2 and 3 and cryoEM
densities from one of the dimer interfaces in EMD-5582. (C)
Superposition of 20 low-energy structures from 100 independent
calculations, using the dimer interface from PDB 4XFX as the starting
structure. Side chains of W184, M185, V181, and L189 are represented
by thick sticks. (D) Superposition of six lowest-energy final structures
from calculations that used cryoEM densities from six different dimer
interfaces in EMD-5582. Starting structures were taken from PDB
4XFX. Based on twofold symmetry in the cryoEM reconstruction, the
dimer interface densities are grouped into three pairs, and the resulting
refined structures are colored purple, cyan, and green. The six final
structures are optimally aligned for one helix, on which side chains of
W184, M185, V181, and L189 are shown. Only W184 is shown on the
other helix.
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laboratory13,29 and by Polenova and co-workers12,30 provided
evidence for dynamic disorder in the NTD-CTD linker and
surrounding segments, which is consistent with variability in the
intramolecular orientation between NTD and CTD.7b,31 The
observation of a well-structured dimerization interface is further
evidence that plasticity of intermolecular CTD-CTD inter-
actions does not make a major contribution to the variable
curvature of the mature capsid surface.
A recent crystal structure of full-length CA from Gres et al.

(PDB 4XFX)4e provides a high-resolution picture of a planar
lattice of CA hexamers, building on earlier electron diffraction
studies of planar CA assemblies by Ganser-Pornillos et al.4b

The dimerization interface in the curved lattice derived from
our solid state NMR data, as described above, is very similar to
the interface in the planar lattice, with differences in the precise
conformations of W184 and M185 side chains. The
dimerization interface in the curved lattice is also similar to
the interface in soluble CTD dimers determined by Byeon et al.
(PDB 2KOD)3c (which is also consistent with solution NMR
data for full-length CA dimers8e), but with somewhat larger
differences in side chain conformations and helix 9-helix 9
orientations. The dimerization interface in crystalline CTD
reported by Worthylake et al. (PDB 1A43)3b is quite different
from the interface structure in CA tubes. Dimerization
interfaces in an atomic model for CA tubes developed by
MDFF,4d using the cryoEM density as a restraint, are
substantially disordered (Figure S7), in strong disagreement
with our solid state NMR data.
The similarity of dimerization interface structures in

noncrystalline CA tubes, determined from our solid state
NMR data, and in the crystalline, planar 2D lattice of Gres et al.
(PDB 4XFX) supports the idea that lattice curvature is not
dependent on plasticity of the dimerization interface.
Dissimilarity with the interface structure in the CTD dimer
crystal structure of Worthylake et al. (PDB 1A43) may be
attributable to the fact that their CTD construct included only
residues 146−231, with an additional N-terminal Met residue.
Similarity with the interface structure in the CTD dimer
solution NMR structure of Byeong et al. (PDB 2KOD), which
included residues 145−231, supports their proposal that Y145
has a significant impact on the dimerization interface.

■ CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the dimerization interface, one of the key
sites of intermolecular interactions within the HIV-1 CA lattice,
is rigid and structurally ordered in CA tubes. From solid state
NMR restraints on interatomic distances and conformations for
side chains of hydrophobic residues within the dimerization
interface, supplemented by densities for helix 9 pairs from
cryoEM, we have developed an atomic resolution structural
model for the dimerization interface in CA tubes. Goals for
future work include the acquisition of quantitative structural
restraints from solid state NMR for the trimerization interface,
involving intermolecular interactions of helix 10 and helix 11
segments, and for intermolecular NTD-CTD interactions that
stabilize CA hexamers. Such data will lead to improved models
for the complete CA lattice in noncrystalline assemblies and to
a more comprehensive understanding of variable lattice
curvature. The same approach can also be applied to the
spherical Gag lattice of immature HIV-1, which has been
proposed to involve two separate intermolecular dimerization
interfaces, formed by helix 9 segments of CTD and by helix 1
segments of NTD.32
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